Mission Statement

The Oak Forest Police Department is committed to providing outstanding law enforcement services. We will enhance the quality of life for our residents by partnering with the community to
reduce crime and solve problems. Our mandate is to conduct ourselves with professionalism
and excellence to maintain public confidence.

Department Overview
The Oak Forest Police Department consists of 42 full-time sworn police officers. Below is a
breakdown and listing of all police department employees and roles.

Chief

1

Deputy Chiefs

1

Lieutenant

1

Full-Time Patrol Officers

29

Sergeants

9

Investigators

5

School Resource Officer

1

Crime Prevention Officer

1

Animal Control Officer

1

Full Time Records Clerk

1

Telecommunications Supervisor 1

Crossing Guards

19

Crime Free Housing Officer

1

Part-Time Telecommunicator

1

Full-Time Telecommunicators

9

Fully Marked Patrol Vehicles

26

Unmarked Investigative Vehicles

5

Unmarked Tactical Units

7

Unmarked Administrator Vehicles

2

Animal Control Van

1

Equipment Vehicle

1

Bicycles

4

Radar Trailer

1

Budget

Budget - Cont.

Patrol Division

2015

2016

Adult Arrests

501

365

Citations Issued

2254

1878

Calls For Service

33,653

35,779

Investigations

The Oak Forest Police Department Detective
Division consists of one supervisor and four detectives. The fourth detective works a hybrid
assignment as both a detective and a tactical
investigator. The fourth detective at times may
also work with a part-time tactical officer. The
Investigations Supervisor is responsible for supervising detectives and tactical investigators
who carry out day-to-day routine crime suppression and investigative functions. Oak Forest detectives also gather evidence and facts for
criminal cases, interview potential suspects, processes crime scenes, conduct cell phone data
extractions and apprehend criminals. These detectives will work on specific cases until they are
solved or cleared by other dispositions.

2015
Cases assigned 492 Adult arrests 70 Juvenile Arrests 21 Local ordinance tickets 38

Telecommunications - Records
The Oak Forest Police Department Telecommunications Division consists of one supervisor,
eleven full-time dispatchers and one part-time dispatcher. The Records Department is also
staffed from this division. Telecommunicators are customer service professionals and are the
first point of contact for anyone who comes to the Police Department to report criminal activity, to file a complaint against someone, for advice and information, and to make payments for
fines and licensing fees. Telecommunicators make certain that everyone is assisted in a timely
and professional manner.
The Records Department maintains all of the police reports, accident reports, citations, and
other official documents for the Police Department. Records clerks are responsible for entering
and filing all of these documents in their proper locations. All Freedom of Information Act requests, subpoenas, are processed by the Records Department as well.
2014

2015

Calls for Service—Emergency

25427

27240

Calls for Service - Non– Emergency

7562

8464

Arrests

342

330

The City of Oak Forest's dispatch center is a liaison between residents and the Oak Forest Police Department. The
dispatch center's goal is to provide effective and compassionate service in what can be difficult, trying and confusing
times. It is located at 15440 S. Central Avenue in the same building as City Hall on the Police Department side. Dispatchers are on duty 24 hours a day – answering emergency (911) and non-emergency (708-687-1376) calls

Crime Prevention
Crime Prevention Oﬃcer

The Oak Forest Police Department and the City of Oak Forest Crime Prevention Committee
work hand in hand to assist residents in creating safer neighborhoods through community policing and neighborhood watch associations. They provide strategies, plans, programs, and
also promote proactive crime prevention programs using basic principles for the prevention of
crime and safety services to assist members of the community in reducing their risks of becoming a victim of crime.
Well-planned crime prevention strategies not only prevent crime and victimization, but also
promote community safety and enhance the quality of life of all citizens.
Techniques are shared, focusing on reducing the opportunity for a crime to occur. Some of
techniques include increasing the difficulty of crime, increasing the risk of crime, and reducing the rewards of crime.
Safety mechanisms are also shared that assist in protecting people by making criminals feel
they may be unable to commit crimes or would be in a situation where they may be caught or
detected, which will result in them being unwilling to commit crimes where such mechanisms
are in place.

Crime Prevention
Crime Free Housing

In 2006, the Oak Forest City
Council passed a Crime Free
Rental Housing Program ordinance. The program was first
developed in Mesa, Arizona in
1992 to assist tenants, owners
and managers of rental properties in keeping drugs and other
criminal activity away from
their rental properties. Since its
inception, the program has been
implemented in 2,000 cities in
44 U.S. states, five Canadian
Provinces, Mexico, England,
Finland, Japan, Russia, Malaysia, Nigeria, Afghanistan, and
Puerto Rico.
The ordinance requires rental properties to be licensed. In order to qualify for licensing, the
owner or representative must comply with three phases of the program:

Community Programs
Police Explorers

The Explorer Program is the preeminent career orientation and experience program for young
people contemplating a career in law enforcement or a related field in the criminal justice system. Its mission is to offer Oak Forest High School students a personal awareness of the criminal justice system through training, practical experiences, competition, and other activities. Additionally, the program promotes personal growth through character development, respect for
the rule of law, physical fitness, good citizenship and patriotism. Interested students must apply for the program through the high school's guidance office. Students who are selected to become cadets will wear a uniform and report to the police department for training in July. Training will continue throughout the 2015-2016 school year. Click here to learn more about the
value of police explorer programs.

Community Programs
Citizen’s Police Academy

The Citizen Police Academy
offers citizens insights into
how police officers perform
their duties and how the department serves the community. The purpose of the
academy is to foster better
communication between citizens and police through education. The academy will create a nucleus of wellinformed citizens who possess greater insight into police practices and services.
Graduates of the academy can
share their knowledge and experiences with the community
as opportunities arise -- creating a win-win situation for
the police department, participants and the community.

Community Programs
Too Good For Drugs

Too Good For Drugs is 10 a week program that meets weekly for about 1hr per class. The program targets the 5th grade classes at various Oak Forest schools. We introduce and review a
series of skills to prepare children to make a healthy choice and resist unhealthy behaviors in
life, including bullying, fighting, and other aggressive behavior. This is an evidence based program that builds awareness of healthy life skills and promotes unity throughout the school and
community.

Animal Control
Animal Control Officer Caitlin Cavanaugh enforces city
codes that pertain to wild and domestic animals. She also investigates complaints of animal abuse within the
city. Typical ordinance violations include:
-Animals running at large
-Nuisance barking
-No city animal license
-No rabies vaccination
-Exceeding the number of animals allowed
-Keeping of prohibited animals
The most common violations relate to nuisance barking. Surprisingly, while investigating these
complaints, it is often learned that the owner of the dog was unaware of the disturbance.
Should you find yourself being disturbed by a neighbor's animal, you may find that politely
informing them of the disturbance resolves the situation.
When such a disturbance persists or you are not comfortable with contacting the owner personally, contact the animal control officer at 708-705-5690.

Use of Force Analysis
Response to Resistance
The Oak Forest Police Department understands the severity of incidents requiring the use of force in response
to resistance. OFPD is aware of the expectations of the community and is sensitive to the impact and implications both perceived and actual resulting from our use of force in each response to resistance. OFPD is proactive in regard to training its officers in our response to resistance policy, the related law and the evaluation of
force used.
By OFPD general order, a “response to resistance” incident is identified by the use of any force beyond that of
normal handcuffing. Each response to resistance incident requires the officer(s) involved to complete a Subject Resistance Reporting Form. The completing of the form initiates a review through the chain of command
from the on scene supervisor to the Deputy Chief of Police. A response to resistance review board convenes
monthly and evaluates all force incidents objectively to determine policy compliance. The board completes a
monthly report outlining suggestions for training needs resulting from response to resistance incidents.

2014

2015

FIREARM

7*

7*

ECD (TASER)

10

5+1

BATON

3

0

OC

0

0

OPEN HAND

35

25

K-9

1

COMPLAINTS

1

0

CUSTODIA ARRESTS

507

350
*Firearm displayed not fired

As the table indicates, use of force is a rare circumstance for the agency. When it is applied, it is by less-thanlethal means. The agency’s training programs give officers confidence in dealing with the public, diffusing
confrontations and proper application of force when necessary. The agency utilizes the baton and ECD (Taser
X26) for less lethal weapons.

Department Goals
Goal 1: Reduce chargeable officer involved motor vehicle accidents by 20%
The department had 5 avoidable officer involved accidents May 14 to present
Measureable
The measurement is by:
Compare 2014/2015 officer involved crash statistics to 2015/2016 crash statistics

Achievable
1. Officers training related to patrol driving will be increased on a monthly basis in roll call.
2. Officer awareness increases as is relates to patrol driving
3. Necessary resources will be training documents, web sites, webinars, etc.
4. This goal will include training coordinator and squad leader collaboration.
Relevant
The Oak Forest Police Department is committed to providing outstanding law enforcement services. Conducting additional patrol driving training will not only prove to be safer for the officers involved but by the residents they serve. This goal also will have a direct financial positive
impact to the city by reducing property loss and liability.

Goal 2: Initiate a bicycle patrol program to compliment current patrol operations. Bicycle patrol will add an additional layer of community policing opportunity by making officers accessible to the public during daylight hours while providing a secondary law enforcement perspective on criminal activity.

Goal 2 Cont.:
Measurable
1. Identification and selection of officers to take part in patrols
2. Reclamation of bicycles and equipment
3. Scheduling and conducting an in house certification course
4. Draft/revise bicycle patrol procedures
5. Begin, conduct and track patrols
Achievable
1. Volunteer or assignment of officers
2. Certification of officers
3. Operational bicycles and equipment
4. Policy for the objective of patrols
5. Community outreach
Relevant to PD Mission
Goal 3:
Accreditation is an ongoing process during which agencies evaluate policy and procedure as
well as practice, against established criteria, and have their compliance with those criteria
verified by an independent and authoritative body. The criteria or standards are policy development guidelines that represent a level of quality service delivery. The establishment of
meaningful and professional standards and an evaluation to determine compliance with
those standards are therefore the two fundamentals of an accreditation program.
Measurable
Measurement is assessed by accounting for the number of individual enhanced patrols conducted, which will be coded and detailed by generated CAD reports based on each individual enhanced patrol with an annual goal of:
Parks = 100 enhanced patrols
Businesses = 800 enhanced patrols
Schools = 100 enhanced patrols

Goals (Cont.)
Achievable
1. Submission of an application to the Illinois Chiefs of Police Association to begin the process.
2. Conduct a self-assessment to determine compliance.
3. Conduct a mock assessment with assessors.
4. Have an on-site assessment by independent reviewers.
5. Participate in the formal review process by the ILEAP Committee.
6. Obtain accreditation status. schools. There are no resources required outside of already assigned patrol officers. Existing software for CAD will be utilized for tracking of enhanced patrols. For parks, a departmental UTV will be utilized when practical, which will enhance the ability of the officers to patrol areas of the parks not accessible by city streets.

Relevant
The ultimate goal of all accreditation programs is enhanced service delivery. Effective and comprehensive leadership through professionally based policy development directly influences a department’s capacity to deliver mandated services, with a greatly enhanced ability to reduce the
possibility of successful litigation.

SSERT - South Suburban Emergency Response Team
Oak Forest Police Department has 3 officers assigned to SSERT, (1) operator and (2) negotiators

The South Suburban Emergency Response Team
(SSERT) is a multi-jurisdictional emergency response
team currently comprised of thirty-two police departments in the south suburbs of Chicago, IL. The team is
responsible for the protection of approximately 750,000
residents in an area that is over 150 square miles. There
are approximately one hundred team members including command personnel, entry, react, and containment
team members, marksmen/observer teams, negotiators,
medics, logistics, scribes, and board members. The
Matteson Police Department currently has three officers assigned to SSERT as well as one command officer who sits on the SSERT Board of Directors.
Team members are selected through an extensive interview process with SSERT command staff,
which includes an oral interview, physical assessment and marksmanship qualification. All SSERT
team members must complete the SSERT ninety hour basic SWAT school. Team members also attend advanced SWAT related courses as well as position specific training. Training focuses on areas such as hostage rescue, explosive and mechanical breaching, and active shooter response. Additionally the team trains as a whole for sixteen hours monthly
to maintain proficiencies and fulfill annual qualifications.
The presence of a highly trained, highly skilled police tactical unit has been shown to substantially reduce the risk of
injury or loss of life to citizens, police officers and suspects.
SSERT was designed to provide member agencies with a
tactical response to critical incidents. Critical incidents are
defined as, but not limited to: Armed/Suicidal Subject's,
Barricaded Subject's, Hostage Situations, Sniper Situations,
High-Risk Apprehension, High-Risk Warrant Service Dignitary Protection, Civil Disturbances, Disaster Assistance, Terrorist Incidents, Special Assignments.

SSERT - South Suburban Emergency Response Team
SSERT has provided services to the Cook County Sheriff's Police HBT, FBI, DEA, United States
Secret Service, and the South Suburban Major Crimes Task Force.
The South Suburban Emergency Response Team is a non-profit organization that relies on annual
dues from participating agencies to purchase equipment, maintain vehicles and provide quality
training for the officers. An annual fundraiser held in August also supplements the team's needs.

Mobile Field Force
Oak Forest Police Department has 2 officers assigned to the Mobile Task Force
Mission: ILEAS Mutual Aid Response Teams, also recognized as Mobile Field Forces, provide
a rapid, organized and disciplined response to civil disorder and public safety emergencies that
may occur during distribution of pharmaceuticals from the National Strategic Stockpile, weapons of mass destruction incidents, emergency situations, including natural or man-made disasters of various types, and routine local and statewide mutual aid which exceeds the effective
ability of local enforcement.

Function: The Mobile Field Force is designed to provide rapid, organized and disciplined response to civil disorder, crowd control or other situations. Mobile Field Forces are formally
structured teams based on a platoon of law enforcement officers from multiple agencies with
an assigned leader. Tactics used are based on small squad tactics developed by the Office of
Domestic Preparedness as well as the more traditional Mobile Field Force and general police
patrol tactics. Officers are from ILEAS member agencies.
A single team generally consists of four squads but its size may vary based on need, funding
and the requisite authorization. A team may be supplemented by specialized units from ILEAS
member agencies. Mobile Field Forces are modular with interoperable equipment, practices,
procedures and uniforms, sub-groups of which may be detached and combined into new adhoc Mobile Field Forces as necessary.

Mobile Field Force (Cont)
Mobile Field Forces will be capable of delivering the following
basic, 24/7 law enforcement services within a designated geographic area:
 Provide security at sites where pharmaceuticals from the Na














tional Strategic Stockpile are being distributed.
Provide evacuation assistance related to weapons of mass destruction.
Rescue victims or police officers under hazardous conditions.
Apprehend multiple offenders in crowd situations.
Isolate areas of civil disorder or disaster by the use of large, organized perimeters.
Control or disburse unruly crowds.
Other assignments as required or directed by ILEAS.
Act as the first response to EMAC requests from other states.
 Provide supplemental law enforcement services to stricken jurisdictions by:
Promoting peace and civil order to protect people and property.
Rendering general police assistance to all in need.
Preventing and detecting crime and arrest violators.
Responding to calls for service and enforcing the local/state criminal laws if necessary.
Providing perimeter control/security of high value facilities or supplies.
Promoting traffic safety and enforcing vehicle and traffic laws.

All teams are financed in part by Federal Homeland Security grant funds and governed by Illinois Terrorism Task Force grant rules. Thus all teams are interoperable and trained and
equipped to the same standard.

Supporting our Communities - Special Olympics
Cop On Top

Supporting our Communities - Special Olympics
Torch Run

Supporting our Communities
Toys For Tots

Supporting our Communities

National Night Out

